Theoretical exploration of netropsin binding to tRNA(Phe).
Theoretical exploration of the possible interaction of netropsin with tRNAPhe indicates that binding should occur preferentially with the major groove of the T psi C stem of the macromolecule, specifically with the bases G51, U52, G53 and phosphates 52, 53, 61 and 62. This agrees with the recent crystallographic result of Rubin and Sundaralingam. It is demonstrated that the difference with respect to netropsin binding with B-DNA, where it occurs specifically in the minor groove of AT sequences, is due to the differences in the distribution of the electrostatic molecular potential generated by these different types of DNA: this potential is sequence dependent in B-DNA (located in the minor groove of AT sequences and the major groove of GC sequences), while it is sequence independent and always located in the major groove in A-RNA. The result demonstrates the major role of electrostatics in determining the location of the binding site.